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SUMMARY
Hypothesis tests in generalized linear models are studied under the condition that a surrogate
w is observed in place of the true predictor:l:. The efficient score test for the hypothesis of no

association depends on the conditional expectation E(:I:

I w)

which is generally unknown. The

ususal test substitutes w for E(:I: I w) and is asymptotically valid but not efficient. We investigate
two new test statistics appropriate when w = :I:

+

Z

where z is an independent measurement

error. The first is a Wald test based on estimators corrected for measuremertt error. Despite the
correction for attenuation in the estimator, this test has the same local power as the usual test.
The second test employs an estimator of E(:I: I w) and is asymptotically efficient for normal errors
and approximately efficient when the measurement error variance is small.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. S UInInary

Let x be a random variable with unknown density function

f~.

Given x, the response y follows

a generalized linear model with likelihood

exp [{yO - b(O)} Ii
where 0 = g(ao

+ c(y,;)],

(1.1)

+ a1x). Based on an n-sample, we wish to test the hypothesis H o : a1 = O. We

are concerned with the case that x cannot be observed exactly, and instead we observe a proxy

w. This is a generalized linear measurement error model. Examples from epidemiology motivating
our work are discussed by Whittemore and Keller (1988), Carroll (1989), Tosteson, et a1. (1989),
Hasabelnaby, et al. (1989), Tosteson and Tsiatis (1988) and Armstrong, et a1. (1989).
Tosteson and Tsiatis addressed the question of testing when measurement error is ignored.
The usual score test statistic which ignores measurement error is asymptotically equivalent to
n

T w = n- 1/ 2

:L Wi(Yi - y)j(s~Sy),

(1.2)

i=1
where s~ and s; are the usual sample variances of the w's and y's respectively. T w has an asymptotic
standard normal distribution under the null hypothesis, which is rejected when T w exceeds standard
normal critical points.
For a general function q( w), let s~ be the sample variance of the {q( Wi)}. Consider the class
of test statistics

n

T.

= n- 1/ 2 L q(Wi)(Yi -

y)j(SySq)

= Saj(SySq).

(1.3)

i=1
The statistic T. has an asymptotic standard normal distribution under the null hypothesis. In
model (1.1), for local alternatives a1 = t:..jn 1/ 2, T. is asymptotically normally distributed with
variance 1 and mean

t:..g(1)(ao)Cov{m(w),q(w)} [ Var{q(w)};/b(2) {g(ao)} ]
where m( w)

= E( x I w).

Taking q( w)

-1/2

,

= m( w) maximizes local power and yields

a test which is

asymptotically equivalent to the efficient score test. The usual test (1.2) can be inefficient when
m( w) is far from linear (Tosteson and Tsiatis, 1988).
Since m( w) is usually unknown, it must be estimated to construct an efficient score test. The
function m( w) also plays an important role in the estimation of (ao, a1)' Whittemore and Keller
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(1988) show that knowledge of m(w) and Var(x

I w)

is sufficient to obtain useful and simple

approximations to maximum likelihood estimators in many measurement-error models.
In this paper we discuss two alternatives to the usual test. The first is based on the small

measurement error asymptotics of Stefanski and Carroll (1985), Stefanski (1985) and Amemiya and
Fuller (1988). The second employs an estimate of m(w) = E(xJw). The methods are illustrated on
data from a study of saturated fat and breast cancer. We now outline the two alternative tests.

1.2. Wald Tests Based on Corrected Estimates
A standard model (Fuller, 1987) for measurement error is the homoscedastic additive model

w = x

+ z,

(1.4)

where the measurement error z is independent of x, has mean zero and variance O'~. A method which
has been used successfully for estimation is based on small measurement error approximations, see
the previous references.

Assuming that 0'z is small, an estimate O:l,c( 0'z) is constructed, with

estimated standard error se{O:l,c(O'z)} derived using the theQry of M-estimation. The test statistic
is O:l,c(O'z)/ se{O:l,c(O'z)}, and the hypothesis is rejected when the test statistic exceeds standard
normal critical values.
Data for checking (1.4) often are not available and thus tests that are robust to departures from
the additive homoscedastic model are desired. We show in Section 2 that the Wald test statistic is
robust to (1.4), Le., it achieves its nominal level asymptotically and has the same local power as
(1.2) regardless of the distribution of (x, w). Consequently when (1.4) holds, the estimator O:l,c( 0' z),
which corrects for much of the measurement error induced bias, can also be used for testing without
sacrificing local power.
In the linear normal case, the fact that local power is not lost by correcting for attenuation is

easily shown. Consider the classical simple linear regression errors-in-variables model (Fuller, 1987)

= Qo + QlX + E, and w = x + z, under the additional assumptions that x, E and z are uncorrelated
random variables with variances 0';, O'~ and 17~ rf'spf'rtively, and that 17; is known. Lf't Cr1 denote
the least squares estimator based on (Yi, Wi)? and let O:l,A = bal where b = s~/(s~ - 0';). The
y

estimate

al,A

is a standard method-or-moments errors-in-variables estimator (Fuller, 1987, page
14). Under the local alternatives Ql,n = ~n-l/2, n l / 2ol ~ N(J.L~,O'i) say. Since iJ - D = O'~/O'~
in probability, it follows that n l / 20:l,A ~ N(DJ.L~, D 2 0'i), and thus local power is not affected by
correcting for attenuation. IT all errors are normally distributed, however, the observed data and
the least squares estimate are normally distributed and least squares would be preferred.
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1.3. Approximating m( w)
Consider again the error model (1.4). Let fw be the density of w and f~l) its derivative. Then
in general as (jz

-+

0,

(1.5)
Equation (1.5) is exact if (1.4) holds and z is normally distributed. It suggests use of the test (1.3)
based on an estimate of w

+ (j~f~t)(w)/ fw(w).

This estimate is itself interesting as an informal

check on the hypothesis that E(:c I w) is linear in w. In Section 3, we show that the test is robust
in the sense defined earlier and is approximately efficient when (1.4)-(1.5) hold, and fully efficient
for the additive

mod~l

(1.4) with normal errors.

Both methods assume knowledge or consistent estimability of (jz. In cases where (1.4) fails,
(jz is defined as the limit in probability of O'z.

2. WALD TESTS BASED ON CORRECTED ESTIMATES
2.1. Introduction
Carroll (1989) reviews various methods for constructing estimates of the parameters (ao, ad.
Among the more appealing estimates are those obtained by correcting the naive estimator for attenuation through a small measurement error analysis. Given a corrected estimate and its standard
error, a test of the hypothesis H o :

al

= 0 is constructed in the usual manner.

In this section we

describe the level and local power of such tests. The starting point is Theorems 1 and 2 of Stefanski
(1985), whose notation we follow. Our main result is Theorem 1. The usual and Wald tests are
defined later in this section.
Theorem 1:

Under local alternatives at = 6./n 1 / 2 , the usual and corrected Wald tests attain

their nominal level and have the same local power asymptotically.
Let 9

n=

= (ao,

ad t be the true value of the parameter. Write Xv

ee t • Let 90 = (ao,

• •

= (1,

w)t, e t

= (0,

1);

O)t be the value of 9 under the hypothesis, and write

2.2. The Usual Wald Test
Let iJ = (ao

aI/be the maximum likelihood estimate of 9 ignoring measurement error.

Dropping the dependence on the individual observations, let 9( (j z) satisfy
(2.1 )
3

Appealing to Theorem 1 of Stefanski (1985), n 1/ 2{0

- O(O",,)}

-+

N(O,A-1BA-1) , where A =

El(1) {X~O(O",,)} XuX~, B = El 2 {X~O(O",,)} XuX~. Here A and B are consistently estimated by
An(O) and Bn(O), where An(O) = n- 1 L: l~1) (X~)J)Xu,iX~,i and Bn(O) = n- 1 L: l~ (X~,iO)Xu,iX~,i'
The usual Wald test statistic is U

= n1/2etOj{etA~1(O)Bn(l~)A~1(O)e}1/2, since e = (0,

1)t and

= etO. The hypothesis is rejected if U is large relative to standard normal percentiles. In
Appendix A, we prove that under the local alternative al = ti.jn 1 / 2, U => N(a,1), where for some

thus

a1

function A2(~)'
(2.2)
2.3. The Corrected Wald Test, 0"" known
We first assume that O"~ is known, later showing that estimating it makes no difference to the
results. Define Cn(O)

= n- 1 L:{2l~1)(X;,iO) + l~2)(X;,iO)Xu.iot}n.

Let C{O(O",,)}

= ECn{O(O",,)}.

The corrected estimate is
(2.3)
which converges to

(2.4)
There exist matrices Vn(8) and V {O( O",,)} such that Vn(0) consistently estimates V {O( O",,)} and

n1/2{Oc-Oc(0",,)} => N[O, V {O(O",,)}] (Stefanski, 1985). Under the null hypothesis, C{O(O",,)}O(O",,) =
(0

O)t, implying that 0(0",,) = Oc(O",,) = (ao O)t. The corrected Wald test is
(2.5)

In Appendix A, we show that under the local alternative

a1

= ti.jn 1/ 2,

Uc => N(a, 1),

(2.6)

where a is defined by (2.2). This completes the proof of Theorem 1 when 0"" is known.
2.4. The Corrected Wald Test, 0"" unknown
Suppose that O"~ is unknown, and is estimated by c7~ where

(2.7)
The corrected estimate (2.3) becomes

(2.8)
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and its asymptotic covariance matrix is consistently estimated by

A Wald statistic can be formed in the usual manner. However, since Cn(O)O is consistently estimating C {8(O'z)} 8(O'z) = 0 under the null hypothesis, we choose to define the corrected Wald statistic
as
(2.9)
The equivalence of (2.5) and (2.9) with respect to local power when (2.7) holds follows from the
fact that C {O( 0' z)} O( 0' z)

= 0 under the null hypothesis.

Condition (2.7) can be replaced by the

weaker assumption that the right side of (2.7) is Op(I).

3. AN APPROXIMATELY EFFICIENT SCORE TEST
3.1. Introduction and Theory
Let O'~ be a consistent estimate of O'~. Let q(w)

= w + O'~f~l)(w)/ fw(w).

Following (1.3), if s~

is the sample variance of the {q(w,)}, an approximately efficient score test is
n

Tao = n- 1 / 2

L q(w,)(y, - Y)/(SySq) = Sao/(SySq).

(3.1)

,=1

Since

0'

z and f w are unknown, Tao is not a statistic. In constructing an estimated version of

(3.1), special care must be taken with the tail behavior of fw' We will do this through censoring,
truncation and special choice of the estimate of fw'
Fix a sequence of constants TIn - 0 and let C be a set with indicator function I(w E C). Let

K be a bounded symmetric density function and define a leave-one-out estimate for fw by
iw,,(v) = p(n - I)} -1

L K {(Wi -

V)/A},

i#

and let i~l,~(v) be the derivative of iw,t{v). Now define an approximation to m(w) applicable on
the set C:

,

['2'(1)

{,

q,(w) = I(w E C) w + O'zfw,,(w)/ fw,i(W)

+ TIn }] .

(3.2)

Censoring comes from TIn, which insures that the denominator in (3.2) does not approach zero. If
we do not force censoring, truncation comes from the set C. In our main result, we consider the
cases that censoring or truncation is used, along with the case that neither is used and TIn = 0 and

C is the whole line.
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If s~ is the sample variance of the {qi(Wi)}, an estimated version of (3.1) is
n

t~

=

1 2
n- /

L qi(Wi)(Yi - Y)/(SySq) = Sa/(SySq).

(3.3)

i=l

Note that (3.2) is an estimated version ofq.(w) = I(w E C){w +C7;f~l)(W)/fw(w)}. The larger
the set C, the closer q.(w) is to q(w), see the remark below.
The test statistic (3.3) was suggested by heuristics based on the additive error model. However,
in order to be broadly applicable, we need that Ta. attains its nominal level asymptotically even
when (1.4) fails to hold. In addition, in order to be approximately efficient, we want Ta. and T a to
have the same behavior, at least asymptotically for local alternatives. Both these desirable features
hold in our case.
In the following result, we show that the numerators of (3.3) and (3.1) with q replaced by q.

are asymptotically equivalent under the null hypothesis, i.e., Sa. - Sa. - 0 in probability. Strictly
speaking, the equivalence of (3.1) and (3.3) also requires that

s: -": - 0 in probability. The latter

result uses nearly identical techniques as does the former, and is not given here. The asymptotic
equivalence of the tests under local alternatives follows from contiguity.

THEOREM 2: Let w be any random variable, i.e., not necessarily following the error model
(1.4) for additive, homoscedastic z. Assume that fw is bounded and three times boundedly and
continuously differentiable. Assume further that

(3.4)
Then, under the hypothesis, Sa - Sa. - 0 in probability if any of the following hold:
Case 1 (Censoring):

>.2 /Tl~ - 0 and

n>.3Tl~

Case 2 (Truncation): IK(l)(a)/ K(a)1 ~
is positive on C and n>.3 -

C

- 00.

(3.5)

< 00 for all -00 < a < 00, Tln = 0, C is compact, fw

00.

(3.6).

Case 3 (Neither censoring nor truncation): Make the assumptions of Case 2, except that
C need not be compact. Define hn(v)

= Eiw,i(V)

and Ln(v)

= J K(2:)fw(v + >'2:)d2:,

J K 2( 2: )fw(v + >'2: )d2: / h~( v), H n( 2:, v) = sUPlal~ll If~2) (v + 02:>')/ fw( v )1.
E {>.2

J

K(2:)2: 2(1+P) H~(2:, w)d2: } - 0,

Rn(v)

Assume that

(3.7)
(3.8)
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• •

for p = 0,1.

Remark 1: The practical difficulty with Case 1 is that the constants "1n must be specified. In Case
2, the set C should be chosen so that there are enough points that fw can be estimated accurately,
but C is big enough so that any curvature in the regression function is noticable. Case 3 is the
easiest to implement since it depends only on the choice of the kernel function and the bandwidth.
Kernel functions satisfying the conditions of Cases 2 and 3 include the t-densities. For Case 3,
conditions (3.7) and (3.8) look awkward but arise naturally in the proof.

Remark 2: That the test statistic

Ta.

• •

attains its nominal value asymptotically even when (1.4)

fails means that the test can be applied even when a homoscedastic additive error model does not

• •

hold.

Remark 3: It would be surprising if the choice of kernel had a significant effect on the estimated
test statistic and it seems likely that Theorem 2 holds in greater generality. The simulation results
in the next subsection were obtained using a normal kernel with "1n = 0 and C the whole real line,
a case not explicitly covered by the theorem, and the choice -of kernel did not matter much in the
application of Section 4.

• •

3.2. Simulation Results
The relevance of Theorem 2 in finite samples is unclear due to the complexity of

Ta.

and the

technical nature of (3.7) - (3.8). A Monte Carlo experiment was performed to study the statistic's
performance in typical applications, Le., large samples and substantial measurement error, see
Section 4. In our experiment

Ta.

performed comparably to the usual test with respect to level and

out performed the usual test at local alternatives.
We considered a logistic model with Pr(y = 1
exp(

-tn.

I z)

= F(ao

+ a1z),

where F(t) = 1/{1

+

The true predictor x was generated as a X~ random variable centered and scaled to

mean zero and unit variance. Four parameter settings (aO,i, al,i) (i=1,2,3,4) were studied. These
were dt'termined so that Pr(y = 1) = 0.1 and Corr(y, z) = 0, 1/40, 1/20 and 1/10 respectively.
Observed predictors were generated according to (1.4) with z '" N(O, 0.75). Sample size was fixed
at n = 300. Similar results were obtained for n = 2, 500 but are not reported here.
The estimate of m( w) was constructed using a normal kernel without truncation or censoring
and assuming

{7z

information on

known. Obviously the performance of the test will depend on the quality of the

{7z.

In our experiment we attel~lpted only to establish the credibility of 1'a in the

case of complete knowledge of {7z.
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We required a fast and reliable bandwidth selection procedure for the simulation runs. Our
solution to this problem was motivated by the normal discriminant derivation of the logistic model.
Let
(3.9)
where <p is the standard normal density. Define
(3.10)
where IJ.:b is the third derivative of IND' Partition the data (Yi' Wi)? according to whether Yi

= 0 or 1. Let
Y = i, i = 0,1.

jJ.j and

Define

0-;

be the sample mean and variance of the w's for the groups defined by

*0 = 1 -

g and *1

= g.

Let CND be as in (3.10) with parameters replaced by

their estimates. The bandwidth used in the simulation was
(3.11)
If

W

has the density (3.9) and if

i is a kernel density estimator of I

kernel, then the choice of bandwidth A defined by replacing CN D by

constructed using a normal

eND

minimizes IMSE(i( 1), >')

asymptotically, so the use of (3.11) is natural.
We performed 1,000 replications for each parameter set and experiments at each parameter
setting are independent. Table 3.1 summarizes the results of using
for testing H o : a1 = 0 vs. H o : a1

To

and the usual test statistic

> 0 at level .025. The two tests were compared using a paired

t-test on the binary indicators of rejection.

Table 3.1
Power comparison of the usual test and the test statistic (3.3).

Corr(y, :c)

Usual Test

EIV Test (3.3)

T -statistic

0.000

0.026

0.030

1.26

0.025

0.043

0.054

2.20

0.050

0.097

0.115

3.01

0.100

0.255

0.297

5.15

The additional power in

Ta

is modest although statistically significant. Differences in distribu-

tions were more profound. The statistic

Ta

had a smaller variance and larger mean than the usual
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test statistic although only the latter difference was highly significant. It was encouraging that the
level of the test statistic (3.3) was approximately correct.
The amount of additional power in

To

depends on the extent of nonlinearity in m( w). For

certain distributions on z and z, m( w) can be highly nonlinear; however, for distributions more
commonly encountered in practice, such as those used in the monte carlo experiment, m( w) has a
strong linear component and the gains realized by

To.

will be modest though not insignificant.

For the simulation we were forced to automate the smoothing in m( w). In applications we
prefer to adopt an exploratory attitude to the smoothing and testing problems and it is in this
context that we suggest the use of To..

4. AN EXAMPLE
We consider a data set of n = 2888 women under the age of 50 at examination, with predictor
variable z

= long-term log daily saturated fat

intake and response y

= incidence of breast cancer.

The infrequency of breast cancer (37 cases) makes the analysis of these data inherently difficult.
Controversy exists regarding the role of saturated fat in the development of breast cancer.
The position that fat is protective is suggested by Jones, et al. (1987). However, although the
test statistic (1.2) has the right sign, it is not statistically significant. We explore the effect of
measurement error in z on the analysis of these data.
Saturated fat is not the only predictor of breast cancer, for example age at menarche and age
at examination are related to breast cancer. These and other factors are correlated with saturated
fat and thus the interpretation of a significant effect due to saturated fat in a univariate analysis is
subject to debate. We undertake a univariate analysis of these data for illustrative purposes, fully
aware of the inherent limitations of this approach.
The problem of concern in this paper is measurement error. Instead of observing z exactly, we
observe w, a 24-hour recall measurement of log saturated fat intake. It is known that 24-hour recall
measurements of dietary variahles ("an exhihit comiderahle error, sometimes orders of magnitude
larger than is standard in the physical sciences. Discussion of this issue is given by Armstrong, et
al. (1989), Beaton, et al. (1979), Jones, et al. (1987), Liu, et al. (1978), Willett, et al. (1985) and
Wu, et al. (1986).
The usual device for understanding the size and nature of the measurement error is a validation
study, i.e., some of the

s~udy

participants are examined over a longer period of time and their daily

measurements related to the long term averages. Sometimes these data are taken from a different
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population, so they yield no reliable information about the distribution of w or :z: given w. However,
it is reasonable to assume that the measurement error distribution carries over from the validation
study, thus yielding the information we need about

0';.

We do not have validation data specific

to our our data set, but it seems reasonable to use the validation results of Willett, et a1. (1985).
They do not transform fat intake, using seven-day diet record measurements and finding that
the correlation between two weekly measurements is approximately 0.55. IT we assume normal
measurement error in (1.4), then their data suggest that for their study, O'r,

= 0.34.

Their seven

day diet records differ from our 24-hour recall measurements and should be more precise. It is
not clear how to reconcile these figures, but as a reasonable guess we suppose that the seven day
measurement error standard deviations are 60% of the 24-hour standard deviation, and we use
O'z.

= .55;

Because of the uncertainties associated with this estimate, as well as others discussed

previously, the following analysis is illustrative only. Our intention is to show that the techniques
we have developed provide a means of studying the effects of measurement error on conclusions
drawn from a statistical analysis.
vVe first ran a logistic regression ignoring measurement

~rror,

and found a parameter estimate

Olu = -.40 with estimated standard error "e(olu) = .23 and significance level 0.08. The sign of

the estimate and the lack of statistical significance is in line with the study by Jones, et al. (1987).
Additionally, the usual test (1.2) had value -1.76, with significance level 0.08.
The corrected estimator of Section 2 and its estimated standard error are Ctl,c(O'r,) = -.61
and "e{ Ol,c( 0' r,)}

= .24.

As expected, the corrected estimates adjust for attenuation, but now the

significance level is 0.01.
We now turn to the methods of Section 3. Good estimates of Iw and

IS1 ) can be obtained here

because of the large size of the data set.
In Figure 1 we plot an ordinary kernel estimate of the density of the observed data, using as

our kernel the standard normal density function with bandwidth

.x

= 0.4. This estimate does not

exactly satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2, but we have employed other kernels with similar results,
see Section 3.

Conclll~ions

were relatively insE'!nsitivp to choice of hannwinth in a wine range. The

solid line is the full data set of 2888 observations, while the dashed line is for the 37 cases of breast
cancer. The latter is meant to be illustrative only, as density estimation with such a small data set
is problematic. The dashed line seems slightly shifted to the left, in keeping with a hypothesis that
fat is protective. In Figure 2, we plot the approximation (3.2) to E(:z:lw), again with the solid line
being the full data and the dashed line those with breast cancer. We used the larger bandwidth

.x

= 0.6 because of the need to estimate the derivative of Iw' The noticable curvature here is in part
10

influenced by a few points in the left tail of the distribution of w. This left tail is rather long, with
.5 th and pt percentiles 3.7 and 3.1 standard deviations from the mean respectively. The direction

of the curvature works to make the usual test less significant. Our approximate test statistic has
value -1.50 and significance level 0.13.
Both the usual and the approximate score tests are influenced by the long left tail in .w. For
example, if we eliminate all data points below the 1st percentile of w, then the usual test takes the
value -2.12, while the approximate test takes the value -2.01. These fairly large changes indicate
the lack of robustness of score tests.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the use of corrected estimates in Wald tests yields no loss in local power
for testing a null hypothesis when compared to the usual test which ignores measurement error.
Improved power can be obtained by our approximate tests, which also yield an estimate of the
regression function E ( z Iw ).
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Throughout this appendix, we reserve the symbol 00 = (ao

O)t for the null hypothesis value.

When matrices such as A, B, C, V, etc. are used, we mean A(Oo), etc.
First consider the usual Wald statistic. Let 0((1'%, Ll) be the solution to (2.1) under the local
alternative al

= Ll/n l / 2 • Assume that for some A(Ll) = {Al(Ll),

A2 (Ll)}t,
(A.l)

with A(O) = O. It follows that under these local alternatives

Since A2 (0) = 0, U attains its nominal level. A detailed examination shows that under the null
hypothesis, etA-lBA-le = El 2 (ao)/[{El(l)(ao)pVar(w)], thereby verifying (2.2).
12

Now consider the corrected Wald statistic. Let

Oc(O'z,~)

be defined as in (2.4), but with O(O'z)

replaced by 0(0' z, ~), see (A.1). Studying the structure of (2.5), it suffices to show that under the
hypothesis,

(A.3)
and

(A.4)

= 2El(1)(ao)ft Since noo =
(0, O)t, C(Oo)Oo = (0, O)t and also in Stefanski's notation, D = G = O. Dropping the dependence
on O(O'z), Stefanski's H = I + .5O'~A-1C, and V = EWl-V t , where W = -l(ao)HA- l X
Thus,
Verifying (A.3) procedes as follows. Under the hypothesis, C(Oo)

I1 •

V = El 2 (ao)H A-I H t I El(l)(ao), from which (A.3) is immediate.
Verifying (A.4) is cumbersome. Note that A(O) and C(O) are continuous functions ofO. Writing

00 = (ao, O)t, (A.4) follows if we can show that
e

t

{I + .5O'~A -1 (00 )C(80 )} A(~) =

+ O'~/Var( w)} ;

A2(~) {1

n 1 / 2 e t A -l( ( 0 ) [C {O(O'z,~)} - C(l1o)] 00

n l / 2e t [A- l {8(O'z,~)} - A- l (80 )] C(80 )80

(A.6)

OJ

-

O.

_

(A.5)

Equation (A.5) is readily verified, and (A.6)-(A.7) follow since C(8)80

= (0,

(A.7)

O)t for all O. This

verifies (2.6) and completes the proof of Theorem 1.

APPENDIX B: PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Lemma B.l: Define the identically distributed random variables

•

•

2

Then Sa - Sa = op(1) If Eal,n.

-+

O.

Proof of Lemma B.l: Let E(y) = J.L1I' Write Sa - Sa = Al,n.

ll)(

n

Al,n.

= _O'~n-l/2 L

I( Wi E C)(Yi - y)

i=l

In Al,n., replace Yi -

Y by (Yi -

J.L1I)

+ A 2,n., where

+ (J.Ly -

i (~)) f
W

W,

y), forming the two terms

(:)

.

+ TIn
At,n.,l + A l ,n.,2'

W

w,

To show that

Al,n.,l = op(1), note that it has expectation 0 and variance given by

(B.1)
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y - J.Ly = Op(n- 1/ 2), A 1,n,2 =

This converges to zero by (3.4) and dominated convergence. Since
op(1) if
n

n

-1 ' " I(
L..,;
_

,=1

(1)(

)

Wi_) f (.)
77n
Wi E C) Iw
f w (W,
=
w W, + 77n

0p

( )
1 ,

which follows since, applying Cauchy-Schwarz, the individual terms have absolute values whose
expectations are bounded by a constant times the square root of the right hand side of (B.1). We
now turn to A2,n, writing it as A 2,n

= A2,n,1 + q~(A2,n,2 + A2,n,3), where
n

A 2,n,1

= (q~ -

0'~)n-1/2 L1(wi E C)(Yi - Y)/~1)(Wi)/{/w(Wi)
i=1

n
A 2,n,2 = n- 1/ 2 L"=1 I(wi E C)(Yi - J.Ly) {

n

" I( . E C)(
A 2,n,3 -- n -1/2 'L..,;
w,
J.Ly - Y-)
i=1

{

+ 77n};

Iw( 1 ) (w,-)
Iw(Wi)+77n

f"(1) (w·)

w,i ,
iw,i(Wi)+77n /"(1)()

}

;

'fw(1)(W")}

• w,i Wi
Iw,i(Wd + 77n

( '

Iw Wd+77n

Since q~ - O'~ = op(1), A 2 ,n,1 = 0,,(1) by (3.4) and a simple calculation analagous to that involving
(B.1). Since J.Ly -

Y = Op(n- 1 / 2 ), A 2 ,n,3

= 0,,(1) as long as
n

n- 1

L ai,n = 0,,(1).

(B.2)

i=1
Of course, (B.2) follows from the assumption that Ea~,n -

O. Finally, A 2 ,n,2 has mean zero and

variance Var(y)Eatn - O. This completes the proof of Lemma B.!.
Define hn(v) = Eiw,1(V) and let h~) be its derivative. Write al,n =

a ,

Li .cj(wt}, where

.c 1 ( v) = I (v E'C) { h~1) (v) - 1~1) (v) }/ { I w ( v) + 77n } j
.c 2(v) = I(v E C)h~)(v) [ {hn(v) + 77n}-1 - {fw(v) + 77n}-1];
1
.c 3 (v) = I( v E C) { iS ,l (v) - hh1)(v) }/ { hn(v)

+ 77n} j

.c 4 (v) = I(v E C)iS1,l(v){ hn(v) - iW,1(V)} {iw,dv) + 77n}-1 {hn(v) + 77n}-l.
The proof of Theorem 2 is accomplished by showing that E.c~( wt} - 0, j=1,2,3,4, and hence that

Eatn - 0, plus an appeal to Lenuna B.l. We make use of the inequalities
(B.3)
14

cHv),:; «/>.)'1(v E C) [{ h.tv) which hold when 71n

= 0 and IK(l)(a)j K(a)1

;w"tv) }/h.(V)j'.

(BA)

• •

:S c.

Recall that fw has three bounded and continuous derivatives.

Proof of Theorem 2, Case 1:

By standard results of kernel density estimation, there is a constant c. such that for all v,

(B.5)
(B.6)

From (B.5), E.ci(wt}

O{('xj71n)2}

= 0(1).

=

E{i~13(v) - h~l)(v)} 2 :S c.(n,X3)-lj

(B.7)

E{iw,dv)-hn(v)V:sc.(n,X)-l.

(B.B)

O{(,Xj71n)2}

From (B.6), since h~l) is bounded, E.cHwt} =

= 0(1).

From (B.7), E.cHwt} = O{(n,X371~)-1}

= 0(1).

Finally, we consider .c... We

have that

{EI.c4(wdlr:s

71;4E{i~13(wd}2E{hn(wd-

iW'1(wd}2.

From (B.7), noting that h~l) is bounded and possibly by increasing c., E{i~~~(wd}2 :S c.{l
(n,X3)-1 }, so that from (B.B), for some c.., { EI.c 4( wt}1 } 2 :S

C..

71.;4( n,X)-l {1 + (n,X3) -1 }.

+

••

Proof of Theorem 2, Case 2: Inequalities (B.3)-(B.4) hold. Since C is compact and fw and hn
are strictly positive on C, the proof follows the same outline as in Case

r,

as we require now only

bias and variance properties of kernel density estimates and their derivatives.

••

Proof of Theorem 2, Case 3: From a first order Taylor series, we have that

J IzIHn(z, v)K(z)dz. Since K is a density, it follows that
.ci(v) :S ,X2 J z2 H~(z, v)K(z)dz, so that hy (:l.7), ECi(llJl) - O. Sim.il<\r!y, E"mploying (B.3), we
have that .c~(v) :S ('xcj2)2 J z4H~(z,v)K(v)dv, so that by (3.7), E.ci(wd - O. To complete the
1.c1(v)1 :S ,X

+ .c.. (Wt}}2 - O. Note that L: 3 (v) + L: 4(v) = L:s(v), where
L:~(v) = [{i~l.~(v)jiw.dv)} - {h~l)(V)jhn(v)}r. By the assumptions on K, L:Hv):s (2cj,X)2. We
have that (lj4)L:~(v):s min{(cj,X)2, L:5(v)} + min {(cj,X)2,L:Hv)}. Given W1 = v, we have that
proof, we must show that E{.c 3(wt)

EC~(v):s (n,X3)-1

J

{K(l)(z)} 2 f(v

15

+ 'xz)dzjh~(v):s c2(n,X3)-lR n(v),

the last step following since IK( 1) ( V) / K ( v ) I ~ c. Similarly, from (B.4),

E.cHv)

~

c2(n..\3)-1 Rn(v). In light of(3.6), it follows that

••
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FIGURES

Figure 1:

A plot of density estimates with bandwidth .A = 0.4. The solid line is the density

estimate based 01\ all the data, while the dashed line is the estimate for the 37 cases of breast
cancer.

Figure 2:

A plot of the approximation (1.5) with bandwidth .A = 0.6. The solid line is the

estimate for all the data, while the dashed line is for the 37 cases of breast cancer. The latter is
restricted to the range of the data.
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